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1. In the introductory lecture it was stated that there to analogy between
the "scieneo" of theology and the natural and human sciences.

How far doeo this analogy oxtend?

Specifically: In the natueel sciences, on the understanding proposed in
Nethod in  Thcologvl, a science Is specified by (1) a field of data, (2) a
method, and (3) a community for which those data and that method are
significant.	 cee

Presumably, thedlogy toot;ese (2) a method; and it is in some sense a function
of a eommunity (3). What about (1), a field of data? The science of chemistry,
for example, etarts from observations about the behavior of chemical	 sbAttanceet
and advances (with Mendeleev's periodic table) to knowledge of elenents in

ee) themseAves and ta rela;tin to one another.tee,-
(4•••"

What, in theological scienee, is the analogue of such observations? Are
oe	 the "data" of theology repeatable, as (In principle) the experiments of

ehemists are repeatable? Are the data, then, data of "religious expericnee,"
which can be described and compared among many instances? Or does theology
function with different eorts of data -- historical data such as texts, fer
example?

QUESTIONS continued on page 2
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2. The development of a method that moves one from the negative experience

of not understanding to understanding seems to presuppose a certain

realist epistemology. Is this the case and, if so, what exactly is vur

epietemologica3. position? A Thomist realism? Or the so-called Transoendental

Thomism (and what precisely is the difference)?

Ors does the move to the subject, with the emphasis on willing and

personal responsibility, water down Tnonistic realism?

C
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1.	 It is trJe that Aluinas posited an analogy bet,ieen
theology and the science of the blessed in heaven

The blessed see God face to face (1 cor 1J)

Theologians, believing the truths revealed by God,
construct a science of God (scientia subalternata dependent
on anoth3rIs science)

Others compared the necessary and universal premises
posited by 14th century theory ofnatural kruhdedge

with the truths revealed by divine knowledge.

I distinguish three ways of conceiving theology:
1) seeing how highly competent people work
2) picking the successful science (AT mathWmoderns, nat science)
and rating other disciplines as scientific by their approximation
to the procedures of natural scienced
3) i propose a preliminary notion, proceed to the formulaton
of a transcendental method, indicate the functions of transcendantal
method, and proceed through lj further chapters to an account
of a method in theology

"The science of chemistry for e...ample starts from
observations about the behavior ø.a of chemical substances
and advances with mendeleevls preiodic table to knowledge of
elements in themselves and in their relations to one another.”

Method Al: Data and facts
Insight 7)f.: What are sensible data

Chemistry begins from alchemyd which it overrules,
rules out,

becomes distinguished from mechanics (Galileo Newton)
concentrates on what it termed 'inorganic' matter
expressed its findings in some approximation to ordinary

language
gradually advanced to the expalnatory viewpoint,

tlistrutiagxikvabataxmilizataxxxixitzuticaxxxigidis
including the acceptance of "atoms" as basic buidling blocks
and seriations of atomic weights
menedeleev used such series to predict discovery of toher atoms

noted periodicity in such series as had been determined
investigation of atomic structure and explanation of periodicity
were the work mainly of Niels Bohr (ob. 19u2)

man's world is not the 'world of nature as "already  uut there,'
but a world mediated by meaning and motixavtated by value

Hence method The Human Good meaning Religion Functional
Specialties in general, in particular.

what does theology do? /History of Theol. /Doubleday 19 8x
What has it done	 Congar DTC ilThetiologien,tr Hunter Guthrie
what can x it do
what should it do

•

•
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2	 "" seems to presuppose a certain realist Ka epistemology',

If the method is deduced from premises that are prior
propositions, C

If the a method is unknown, to be discovered and laearnt,
follow the way of discovery

in detail: verbum articles, Insight, method
or various sam shortcuts

',understanding', presuppposes an epistemology
',knowing,' presupposes an a epistemology

The way of discovery
what am doing when I am mknowing (Insight chap 1 to 10)
Why is doing that knowing	 cjapter 11 to 1))
What does one know when one does it 	 chap 14 to 17

Thomist realism: ens per verum cognoscitur 
Veritas formaliter est in solo iudicio

real being: verum in sensibilibus cognitum
datis consciis cognitum

hypothetical
logical
mathematical

transcendent being: condition of possibility of other being

Transcendental Thomism
martichal, Rahner, Lot-, Coreth (priority of being)
Lonergan (being prior ,uoad se; cognitionality activity prior

quoad nos)

The emphasis on willing (Ar. faculty psychology; priority of ens)

Transcendental notions: intelligible 	 Why
true real	 Is that so
good	 Is it right or wrong

Does it water down realism
it departs from 14th century interpretation of organon with
little control from Ar, context in other writings

it takes into account post medieval developments in natural
science, historical and hermeneutical stgudies, philosophy,
the contemporary problems of theology

So called thomists often talk as though human knowledge was
so objective that having a mind is superfluous
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